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For Everyoneʼ s Smile

CSR Lecture At The prestigious
University of Leicester in the UK
Aderans was invited from the University of Leicester in the UK, where
Imperial Principal Mako of the Akishinomiya studied, to give a special
lecture for the second time since 2016.

On September 4, 2017, after receiving a formal invitation from
the University of Leicester, a prestigious national school in the
Midwest of the UK, Adernas conducted a CSR lecture for a class
of master students at the business school. It was the second year in
a row and the first time as a Japanese enterprise. Last year, we
gave a special lecture during the summer session and received a
high evaluation from the university. This year, we gave a lecture
in the regular lessons of the MBA course.
President Boyle at the University of Leicester and Aderans member. President Boyle offered
words of appreciation and talked about how University of Leister values CSR activities as well.

Ken Edward Building, where the lecture was held.

Lecture from President Tsumura.

Many students were surprised that CSR
activities can lead to corporate profits.

Comments from Aderans, the speaker who lectured at the University of Leicester.
It was a great honor to give a lecture at the University of
Leicester for the second consecutive year, by receiving
valuation of our company’ s “Strategic CSR, Integrated
with Business”.
Graduate students were interested in system where CSR
strengthens organizations as well as raises management
quality. I felt the enthusiasm and brightness of the Leicester graduate students as they asked questions after the
lecture.
The ECSR “Three-way-good” management, in particular,
focusing on ES (Employee's Satisfaction), CS (Customer
Satisfaction), CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) was
highly valued. “Servant Leadership Management”, which
means employees play the main role, was also garnered
great interested. I felt confidence again about the management policy promoted by Aderans Group, and I would like
to continue work diligently with everyone.
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This time, the lecture was adopted as an official
class of the MBA program. Starting with President
Tsumura's English greetings, we talked about our
management vision and historical considerations. A
lot of students were listening attentively. It seemed
to be very meaningful for the MBA students to
listen to top executives’ thoughts directly.
I introduced the Japanese-like CSR philosophy of
"Three-way-good" and explained the specific,
concrete CSR development of our company. President Harris explained how to introduce strategic
CSR in the UK and how it spreads.
I was proud that we were invited to a lecture at
the University of Leicester for the second year in a
row. At the same time, I felt great responsibility for
our strategic CSR promotion.

As a UK representative of a global company,
Aderans Group, I am very proud that we had not
only participated in seminars, but also in lectures. I
appreciate having such a wonderful, honorable
place that enabled by joining Aderans Group in
2002.
During the lecture by the three of us, the headquarters executives and me, students were seriously
listening and focusing on Aderans' corporate
philosophy and “Three-way-good”. Also, after the
lecture, many students remained in the classroom.
The question was how to introduce strategic CSR
in the UK. We exchanged very meaningful questions and comments, deepening students’ understanding.

Yoshihiro Tsumura

Mutsuo Minowa

Lynne Harris

COO, Representative Director, President
Aderans Co., Ltd.

Executive Officer,
in charge of Global CSR Corporate Communications Department
and Deputy Executive Manager of Overseas Business Group
Aderans Co., Ltd.

President
Aderans UK Ltd.
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Yoshihiro Tsumura, COO, Representative Director, President,
participated for the first time as a guest speaker. After expressing
gratitude for the invitation, he talked about the theme, "Innovative
Management by Three-way-good” . As the top executive, he
emphasized the importance of strategic CSR in corporate
development.
Next, Mutsuo Minowa, Executive Officer in charge of Global
CSR Corporate Communications Department, spoke about
positive examples of the results of promoting CSR activities,
under the title of "Strategic CSR, Integrated with Business".
Among them, the development of hair salons in hospitals drew
interests of not only the students, but also the teachers.
At last, Lynne Harris, President of Aderans UK, talked about
CSR activities in the UK. Aderans UK is the most active CSR
promoter among Aderans Groups. She talked about eight
representative examples, such as, hiring wig ambassadors, Ms.
Joanna Rowsell, a 2-time consecutive Olympic gold medalist in
bicycling, and Ms. Sally bee, cooking researcher, and “My New
Hair” project, which supports people who suffer from hair loss, in
cooperation with the authority of British hairdresser Mr. Trevor
Sorbie.
After the lecture, students gathered at President Tsumura,
Director Minowa, and UK President Harris, to ask further
questions and take pictures, without a break. We began to realize
the depth of students’ interest in our CSR activities.

University of Leicester
The University of Leicester was founded in 1921, located in the middle of
Britain, in the city of Leicester. Despite the relatively small scale, it has been
recognized as one of the best learning institutions in the UK. It is proud of
its international fame in education and research, producing many prominent
researchers and influential people, and is ranked among the top 200
universities in the world. It is also known as the university that Imperial
Principal Mako of the Akishinomiya enrolled in the Graduate School’ s
Museum Science Department since September 2014, for one year.

Junichi Mizuo
Aderans Co., Ltd.
Outside Director

Aderans was officially invited from a
graduate school at the University of
Leicester for the first time as a Japanese company last year, and a special
lecture was given to MBA students.
We were the first in the world to be
invited to special lectures for the
second consecutive year. It is great
evidence that Aderans Group is appreciated as a global brand, as well as
admitting the excellence of our CSR
activities worldwide.

While working at Shiseido Japan Co., Ltd., he launched the CSR department, which achieved the most advanced
activity in Japan under the Chairman Fukuhara. In 1999, he resigned from Shiseido and moved to Surugadai
University. Further, he won the Ansoff Award Special literature prize due to his “Marketing Ethics”. As an external
member of Seibu Holdings “Corporate Ethics Committee”, he supported business ethics and contributed to re-listing.
Currently, as a CSR leader in Japan, he is in the key position of the vice president of the Japan Society Business
Ethics, and vice president of Japan Association of Performance Excellence. In May 2015, he was inaugurated as an
external board member at Aderans.

Already in 2016, Mr Mutsuo Minowa, the Executive Officer and Head of CSR at
Aderans, and Ms Lynne Harris, the President of Aderans UK had given a very memorable guest lecture on CSR in the then MBA Summer School of the University of Leicester, which had been very well received by the students present.
This summer, in September 2017, visitors from Aderans gave a further guest lecture at
the University of Leicester in the new Leicester Master Class series. Students had come
from all parts of the world to attend the lecture and they were not disappointed.
Mr Yoshihiro Tsumura, the President, Representative Director and COO of Aderans,
gave an exciting introduction of the Aderans company to students and what kind of
business vision, linked to CSR, the company follows. Mr Minowa followed up with
great enthusiasm, outlining the strategic CSR approach of Aderans that is grounded in
Japanese philosophy. He gave many examples of the different CSR projects the company here had realized over the past more than 30 years. Ms Harris concluded the CSR
presentation by putting the CSR concept of Aderans into the context of the UK.
Students were more than thrilled by the lecture and that the top management team of
the company had come to Leicester. Very many stayed on after the lecture had finished
in order to further discuss ideas personally with the managers from Aderans.
The guest lecture was very ably supported by Mr Shunichiro Ono and Ms Kyoko Nitta
from the Aderans company who had brought from Japan samples of CSR materials and
samples of hair pieces for every student to take home. It was this year, like in 2016, a
most unforgettable event!
After graduating with an Economics degree
from Ludwig-Maximilian University (Germany), University of Birmingham (UK),
University of Oxford (UK), Catholic
University of Eichstätt (Germany), he
assumed a position at the University of
Leicester Business School in UK in 1997.
He is highly skilled in business administration, economics, philosophy and ethics,
religious studies, etc. Recently, he developed an interdisciplinary approach based on
multiple expertise. In particular, while
developing the concept of "economics as
ethics", he advanced research on management ethics and CSR theory.

Sigmond Wagner-Tsukamoto

Professor at University of Leicester, UK
President Tsumura introduced Aderans himself and started talking about
how important he thought CSR's efforts were as the key to its management.
This made a tremendous impact on the students, immediately feeling
Aderans' seriousness about strategic CSR. Students’ face became more
serious, the more they listened.
Top executives form around the world, from the EU and the UK, seriously
spoke about CSR, specifically. I saw the moment that education raises people
up. I had a very valuable experience this time as well. Thank you very much.

Yukinori Okabe
Kanazawa Institute of Technology
Academic Foundation Programs
Associate professor

Kazuhiko Takano
Aderans Co., Ltd.
Outside Director

This fiscal year, a lecture was given
by President Yoshihiro Tsumura, Director Mutsuo Minowa, and President
Lynne Harris from Aderans UK. They
talked about the global business activities of our Group, the management
vision by “Three-way-good”, and
strategic CSR based on this vision. I
think this is a wonderful activity for
Aderans Group and also meaningful as
a conference that conducts CSR
research.

The vice dean and Professor / PhD (Law) of Kansai University Faculty of Social Security Sciences / Graduate School
of Social Security Sciences. Benesse Holdings, Inc., Professor of Graduate School of Nagoya University of
Commerce & Business (MBA), Associate Professor and Professor of Kansai University Faculty of Social Security
Sciences / Graduate School of Social Security Sciences, and current position. Holds an additional official position
such as external member of Kansai Electronic Power Management audit committee, Councilor of Benesse
Foundation for Children, Director of Japan Society for Business Ethics, Auditor of The Information Network Law
Association, Director of Association of Certified Business Ethics Experts Japan, Councilor of Japan Risk
Management Society, Director of Social Risk Management Learned Society, and Related organizations Liaison
Committee chairman of Takatsuki Consumer Education Promotion Program. In May 2016, he was appointed as an
external director of Aderans Co., Ltd.
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Support for Women Success
Active Women Outside of Company
Encouragement and Support for Shining Women: Collaboration with Anna Saeki, tango singer
Draw Out the Personality of Anna Saeki

We suggest wigs after hearing about the
costumes and scenes that will be used, so
as to complement Saeki's personality. In
addition, we have devised cap sizes
according to the scenes that she uses.
Recently I got a note saying "I leave it to
you", which shows that we build trust
worthy relationships well.
I would like to continue to introduce
Fontaine's wig as a fashion wig that can
be used by a variety of professional
people.

Noriko Kitamoto

FN Sales Planning Department
Manager
Aderans Co., Ltd.

In Aderans, as a part of supporting brilliant women, we offer a wig
to Anna Saeki, an Argentine tango
singer, to support activities in domestic and overseas concerts and
theaters.
Anna Saeki attracted attention as
a new sensibility singer in the
tango world. She has chosen as
"100 Japanese whom the world
respects" (Newsweek Japan) and
"20 people who contributed to
Tango" (Argentina), also received
the praise of "Gran Artista (great
artist)" by Mr. Horacio Ferrer, the

greatest poet in the Tango world.
She is earning high praises around
the world.
In commemoration of the 30th
anniversary of Anna Saeki’ s
debut, we closely examined, developed and released a Fontaine Anna
Saeki collaboration wig.
In addition, the radio program
"Anna Cafe♪♪" in which Anna
Saeki is a personality in community FM of 90 stations nationwide,
had its 300th broadcast in June
2017.

Support for Think Pearl Association
Think Pearl is a general
incorporated association that
promotes women's health
education and preventive care. In
agreement of its purpose, Aderans
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moves towards collaboration with
a wa re n es s an d p ro m o t i o n o f
“Gynecological Examination”,
prevention of “Cervical Cancer”,
and patient support.

In Aderans, for the further success of all women, we are working on promoting measures to
support women's success, both inside and outside the company. Outside the company, we support them with hair and wigs to ladies who live their own way and shine now. For internal employees, while over 60% of our employees are female, we aim to create an environment with
high motivation, where they can fully demonstrate their abilities.

Active Women in the Company
Survivor Support after Cancer Treatment

Chieko Sakaiya

Medical Business Promotion Dept. Manager
Aderans Co., Ltd.

Sakaiya supports cancer survivors based on her own experience of cancer treatment. Apart from
work at Aderans, she acknowledges and supports the General Association for Cancer Fitness,
NPO Maggie’ s Tokyo, and NPO Breast Cancer Imaging Network, etc.

I joined Aderans in 1981 and will be 36 years this year. I was suffering from
breast cancer at the age of 50, but I never thought of quitting the company,
even throughout the cancer. Aderans is a company that provides a workable
environment, even for cancer patients. I love Aderans. My family understood
the desire to work continuously and cooperated with me. I cannot thank the
company and my family enough. By using my experience, I would like to
support patients and families so that they can smile as much as they did before.
Aderans is helping to provide places to visit, heal and smile for both patients
and families.

Photo) Left: Manami Hirose, Board Member at Cancer Fitness
Center: Masako Akiyama, Co-Chairman at Maggie's Tokyo
Right: Chieko Sakaiya

When I knew of my cancer, I immediately consulted my boss and explained how I wanted to
work. Whether internally or externally, there were people who could help. I opened up in my
office and I was able to ask my boss and colleagues for their understanding. I think acquiring the
correct knowledge and side effect information resulted in compatibility between the cancer
treatment and work. I will never forget the gratitude of making a wig as soon as possible.
After my experience as a survivor, I think it would be nice if there is counseling service for each
company when you and your family are affected by cancer. One in two people suffer from
cancer now, and medical care has also advanced. I assume that the number of people who
choose work while doing treatment will increase, so a support system for such employees would
lead to employees' success.

Miyako Inoue

Counseling Room Manager
Aderans Co., Ltd.

Compatible with Life Stages, Such as Parenting and Making Wig
Q Why were you able to work in Aderans continuously until now?
Because there were friends there who worked together. Due to "attention,
attentiveness, and compassion", I could work continuously for 32 years
without stopping.
Q What attracted you to work in Aderans, while you were involved in
work such as hair planting, technical guidance to OEM customers,
and product planning, etc.?
There was also a painful experience that caused poor physical condition. I
had to go through giving a technical guide in a country that could not
understand my words, quality confirmation within a limited time, tension,
and food indifference. But, looking back, those experiences enabled me to
make decisions with multiple viewpoints.
Mutsumi Kawasaki

Product Planning & Development Department
Manager
Aderans Co., Ltd.
Kawasaki has been involved in making wigs in Aderans for
about 30 years, since joining the company, doing things such
as planting hair at a wig factory in Japan, setting up overseas
factories, and instructing on-site staff.

Q What is important to balancing work and parenting?
Healthy families and smiling every day. Plus, having conversations. The
more you have dialogue, the more you are aware and discover. That also
leads to shortcuts to goals.
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In-house Skill Competition
At Aderans, to realize the management philosophy of "The Best Product", "The Best Skills" and
"Heartfelt Hospitality," we hold In-house Skill Competition repeatedly. The competition is
about how we oﬀer the best skills for customers to satisfy them completely.

– The 1st Fontaine Ready-Made Section –
The first tournament is to compete for customer service and technical skills
Lifelong Impressions for Customers

"The 48th Aderans National Role Playing and Styling Competition – The 1st
Fontaine Ready-Maid Section" is a competition that selects the person who has the
highest customer service and technical skills. One person was selected for each
section, Role Playing and Styling, among the regular full-time and contract employees working at our department store, directly-managed store, and GMS store
(805 enrolled at the end of December 2016).
This event was held for the first time as Fontaine against the backdrop of a rising
demand for wigs in recent years. Its aim was to further improve of our company's
strengths: "customer service strength" and "technical strength."

Having the first Role Playing and
Styling competition united all of the
staff, where creativity, preparation and
ingenuity were needed. In order for
customers to be satisfied, it is necessary for advisors to think about what
we should do and how we should act.
To enable that, continually improving
a little something extra, both in customer service and in skill, can provide
lifelong impressions for customers.

Momoko
Kobayashi

CS Education Department
Leader
Aderans Co., Ltd.

Held the "48th National Skill Competition," where Aderans' hairdressers compete for skills
The 23rd "Aderans National Skill
Competition" was held in 2017. The
most highly skilled person was chosen
in the “Barber Section” and
the ”Beauty Section,” from among the
barbers and hairdressers who are workers at Aderans shops (1,017 workers in
January 2017).

About the In-house Skill Competition
The In-house Skill Competition

Aderans Section

Fontaine Ready-Made Section

M a i n l y A d e r a n s s t a ff f r o m c u s tom-made-wigs compete in the "Barber
Section" and the "Beauty Section." It
was held for the 23rd time.

Mainly Fontaine staff from
ready-made-wigs compete in the "Styling Section" and the "Role Playing Section." It was held for the first time.
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A global competition will be held on the
50th anniversary of its founding, in 2018
In 2018, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of our
foundation, we are also planning to hold a global
competition that expands from domestic to international company groups. At Aderans, we aim to
realize the management philosophy of "The Best
Products," "The Best Skills" and "Heartfelt Hospitality" through this event.

The New Value Provided in Wigs
Since its founding, Aderans has been aiming to become a brand that is beloved the
world over. We respond to customers' needs, which change with the times; adapt to
the lifestyle and various usage scenes; and provide wig value to every generation.

Held a wig show in Tokoname, commemorative of the first visit to Japan by Mr. Jerry Holt,
the wig designer for the popular wig brand in the US, “René of Paris”

“René of Paris” was founded in the
US in 1976 by renowned French hair
stylist Mr. René Hafid, and is
accepted as a leading fashion wig
brand in the industry. In 1989, it
became a group company of
Aderans.

In June 2017, Mr. Jerry Holt, a wig
designer for Aderans Hair Goods,
Inc. visited Japan for the first time
and a wig show was held in
Tokoname, Aichi prefecture. A special feature article on the event was
also posted in the monthly magazine
“Store's Report,” which specializes
in the distribution industry.
This time, overseas wig designer
proposed a new hairstyle to Japanese
customers. It can be said that we
create new value by making use of
the unique strength of Aderans, who
does business not only in Japan, but
also overseas.

Customers were Touched

It was my first time doing the wig styling show, and it was full of tension leading up to the day. Not only were the customers who made reservations able to
see, but also the visitors from the street.
We were packed and there were even
standing guests.
The show was rhythmic; full of dynamic colors and appealing innovative
designs and styling. We’ ve got
favorable feedback from customers, such
as "It was fun," "I was impressed," and "I
want to wear it."

Kanami Shige

Chief
René of Paris by Fontaine
Aeon Mall Tokoname Store
Aderans Co., Ltd.

Collaboration with Functional Inner Maker, "Elle Rose"
"Lift-up Wig®" is a ready-made wig, that can simultaneously provide a facial
lift and free hair arrangement. It was jointly developed with functional inner manufacturer Elle Rose Co., Ltd. (Head Office: Fukui City, Fukui Prefecture, representative director Nagayoshi Maekawa).
This product series has sold 12,000 in just one and a half years (targeted sales
for the first three years) and became a popular product that meets the needs of
women who want to be young forever.

Cooperate with RYNSHU (Rinshu) 2017-2018 AUTUMN / WINTER Paris Collection
Under the theme of "Japanese Modernism," Aderans' wig designer
NORIKO co-created wig design with RYNSHU. We redesigned
men’ s wig and reexamined how hair can be an item that is enjoyed
as part of fashion, just like clothes. Starting with sponsorship at the
Paris Collection, which send out fashion of the era quickly, we will
proactively propose stylish fashion wigs.

Aderans CSR Topics 2017
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Worldwide Eﬀorts
Asia
Thailand

Taiwan

Wig Donation to Hospital: 2,000 cumulative pieces were offered
We have been donating wigs every
year since 2012, in association with
our wig production plant in Thailand. In 2017, we donated 270
pieces. Since the start, about 2,000
wigs have been donated in total.
In the past, only Aderans Thai.,
Ltd. (ATL) participated, but in
2017, we also offered wigs made by
World Quality Co., Ltd. (WQC).
We not only offered them to the
hospitals in Bangkok, but also to
the Buriram area, where we have a
factory.

Comments from Personnel
at the Receiving Hospital

One patient told me, "Before, I used to
wear a bandana or a hat and I did not
want to walk outside. But recently, I am
pleased to have a wig that makes me feel
confident". I appreciate this donation
every year.

Pawida Pettote

Nurse at Cancer Patient Ward
Thammasat University Hospital

I heard a lot of voices saying, "Aderans’ wigs can regain confidence because
they have a natural texture and are easy
to style". I am thankful for this donation,
which makes patients smile.

Free Haircut at Disabled Facilities

At Aderans Taiwan Co., Ltd., we visit
facilities for the disabled and offer free
haircut. Since we were called by the volunteer organization in 2012, we conduct
them once a week in Kaohsiung City. In
2015, by request from a beauty salon
owner of Keelung City, we also started
offering the service in that city, too. This
activity will also increase technical skills
of our employees, so we will continue to
do so in the future.
Philippine

Anchari Buntanon

Nurse at Cancer Patient Ward
National Cancer Center

World Quality Co., Ltd. (WQC) also Participates

When we heard of the wig donation story at the National
Cancer Center, employees suggested that we at WQC should
join as the same group company. So we participated in the
donation ceremony. Employees and I witnessed patients
wearing the wigs and then smiling. It was a very valuable
experience. I am proud of my work when think about how
the wigs I made caused those smiles. I would like to continu- Kunihiko Sato
Plant Manager WQC
ously make wigs for that smile, from my heart.
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Received the Healthy Women,
Healthy Economies Achievement
Award

Aderans Philippines Co., Ltd. was
awarded by the Ministry of Health of
the Philippines for its efforts to promote
economic participation through women's
health promotion.

“For Everyoneʼ s Smile”, our CSR activities, are also undertaken at the overseas subsidiaries of the Aderans Group in 17 countries, linked with the eﬀorts being made in Japan.

Europe
Benelux

United Kingdom

Free Counseling at Hospital

Wig Ambassador

Since 2016, store hairstylists have
been volunteering at the hospital in
Brighton, where Aderans UK is
located. They conduct seminars for
depilated patients with treatment
and personal counseling.

Aderans UK provides wigs and
supports activities for famous British bicyclist Joanna Rowsell and
cooking researcher Sally Bee.

Support for NU JIJ,
Foundation of Cancer Patients
and Family Support
Lenny Van Zundato, manager at
Francie Hair boutique store of
Aderans Benelux B.V., founded the
NU JIJ (NOW YOU) Fund to support cancer patients, from his own
experience with cancer in 2012.

Support for
“The Little Princess Trust”
Aderans UK supports "The Little
Princess Trust," the only charity
organization endorsed by the
Queen of the UK from 2011, and
offers wigs to children suffering
from hair loss.

Joanna Rowsell

Sally Bee

USA
USA

Donation to the American Breast
Cancer Research Foundation
Bosley, Inc. donates a part of its
sales. We donate by monthly sales
during Pink Ribbon campaign. One
by one, employee awareness rises
and spreads.

Wig Donation for Support
Groups
In the US, there are non-profit
charity organizations that support
patients who need wigs for cancer
treatment. Aderans Hair Goods,
Inc. supports activities by providing wigs to those groups.
For patients who are unable to
purchase wigs, for the last ten
years, we have been continuously
supportive by using wig manufacturers' strengths. In 2016, we
offered about 4,000 wigs to 14
organizations.

Collaboration with Non-Profit Organization

I think that it is a wonderful CSR program
useful for supporting various organizations,
and we are doing activities throughout the
year, nationwide. We believe that regaining
confidence through the use of wigs will also
provide mental support in the treatment process. Since we believe that such opportunities
should be given equally to all people, we will
continue to do so in the future.

Stephen Collins

Vice-President
Aderans Hair Goods, Inc.
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Our CSR
To achieve healthy and lasting corporate growth, with the trust of
customer and society, the Aderans Group has developed and expanded “activities with social values” . These activities with core
business are our Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR).

CSR by integrating with core business

Our CSR
Our CSR is defining CSR as integrating with
business : The purpose of CSR is “To achieve
healthy and lasting corporate growth” .
We def ined CSR as the driver of cor porate
grow th. Our activities are based on taking

CSR for Value Creation
Responsibilities

Customer Satisfaction for Customer

advantage of our strengths in society.

Compliance

Basic
Responsibilities
for Society

Typical Activities in Our CSR
Comfort and Safty for Customer

Social and Regional Contributions
In 1978, we started “the Love
Charity”. Over 35 years, we have
provided custom-made wigs to
children aged 4 to 15 who have lost
their hair due to sickness or injury.
The underlying concept of this
campaign is to prevent the physical
trauma of hair loss from becoming
an emotional scar.

We have provided supportive care
for patients who lost their hairs due
to the anticancer drug treatment at
in-hospital hair salons. All shops
are barrier-free so patients can
come in wheelchairs, and installed
with mobile salon chairs in consideration of patient conditions.

Environmental Efforts
In 2009, we started unique green
campaign, named "Fontaine Green
Forest Campaign," to plant trees on
mountains in Japan through the
environmental communication
company “Tuvalu-Forest Corporation”. We have run this campaign
seven times and have contributed
to the planting of more than 1,000
trees in total.
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Academic and Cultural Activities
Photo: Ken Arai

Photo: Katsuhiko Hori

We have contributed the wig culture in Japan. Our original wigs
for the performing arts have been
used in various theaters, movies,
TVs and concerts. The culture
and entertainment department at
Aderans is called “Studio AD”, a
group of experts in wig and hair
and makeup.

What’ s new on our CSR
Reduction of Human Hair Usage by Artificial Hair

Medical Wig JIS Standardisation

Collaboration with JHD&C

Received Social Products Award

Human hair has been always
used for wig. Aderans has carried
out research on artificial hair
since 1983 due to the difficulties
to secure a stable procurement of
human hair. With successful
development on its quality akin
to that of human, artificial hair
has been used for Aderans' products since 1990.

We have started support for
JHD&C, from March 2015. We
offered our Aderans salons as
places for those who look for
wigs. Also, we provide aftercare
services such as shampooing and
haircut at discounted price for
those who use JHD&C's wigs.

Collaboration with NPO Sakura Namiki Network
We expanded our "Fontaine
Green Forest Campaign". By
taking advantage of Aderans
strength, our nationwide sales
office, we are planning to expand
our support for environmental
conservation all over Japan.From
2016, we started supporting the
NPO Sakura Namiki Network.

Use of Scraps from Wig Manufacturing Process
At our Thai factory, which is one
of the manufacturing centers for
the Aderans Group, considerations were made to eliminate
waste and to effectively use as
resources the scrap materials that
are produced during the manufacturing of wigs.

Japan Hair Industrial Cooperatives submitted JIS draft to Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry. Through their deliberation over the application, it was
approved as the world f irst
national standard for wigs on 20
April 2015. In JIS process, Aderans played a leadership role in
the industry.

Our product, "SCALP GUARD
Orgarich" series, which has
acquired ECO CERT certification, won the Social Products
Award in the domestic division
of the Social Products Award
2017, from the Association of the
Promotion of Social Products.

Support for Ms. Chika Omae, the Cellist
Ms. Chika Omae is a successful
cellist as well as gastronome. We
started supporting her wigs and
hairpiece for her concerts and
cooking classes. Also, we sponsored her father as well as painter
Mr. Hiroshi Omae's exhibition.

Co-resarch with Academic Institute
We are in cooperation with academic institutions such as the
University of Tokyo, Osaka University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, and Oita University.
With Oita University, we do joint
research on the "Suppression of
hair loss caused by anti-cancer
drug treatment".
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About this cover image
Saren Nagata's works have been very popular among many
females because of the integrity of words and the richness of
colors. A sense of freedom is also created in her calligraphies by
going beyond the traditions. She has made works for covers of
Aderans’ newsletters, calendars and also the cover of this booklet.

Saren Nagata
Calligrapher

Since April 2014, Aderans Group has participated in the United Nations
Global Compact. To meet its principles,Aderans Group takes advantages of
the strength to tackle social problems as a role of a globally integrated
enterprise that contribute widely to society. Our challenge is to create a
more sustainable society.

株式会社アデランス

東京都新宿区荒木町 13 番地 4
住友不動産四谷ビル 6 階・7 階

Aderans Co., Ltd.

Sumitomo Fudosan Yotsuya Building 6F, 7F,
13-4 Araki-cho, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160-0007

グローバル CSR 広報室

Global CSR & Corporate Communications Department

TEL: 03-3350-3542
E-mail: csr@aderans.com
URL: https://www.aderans.co.jp/corporate/english/csr/

